Objective. Maintenance of cognitive control is a major concern for many human disease conditions; therefore, a major goal of human neuroprosthetics is to facilitate and/or recover the cognitive function when such circumstances impair appropriate decision making. Approach. Minicolumnar activity from the prefrontal cortex (PFC) was recorded from nonhuman primates trained to perform a delayed match to sample (DMS), via custom-designed conformal multielectrode arrays that provided inter-laminar recordings from neurons in the PFC layer 2/3 and layer 5. Such recordings were analyzed via a previously demonstrated nonlinear multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) neuroprosthesis in rodents, which extracted and characterized multicolumnar firing patterns during DMS performance. Main results. The MIMO model verified that the conformal recorded individual PFC minicolumns responded to entrained target selections in patterns critical for successful DMS performance. This allowed the substitution of task-related layer 5 neuron firing patterns with electrical stimulation in the same recording regions during columnar transmission from layer 2/3 at the time of target selection. Such stimulation improved normal task performance, but more importantly, recovered performance when applied as a neuroprosthesis following the pharmacological disruption of decision making in the same task. Significance. These findings provide the first successful application of neuroprosthesis in the primate brain designed specifically to restore or repair the disrupted cognitive function.
Introduction
Performance deficits related to cognitive dysfunction are in many cases characterized by the inability to employ 4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. the appropriate behavioral response in circumstances in which choice changes routinely as a function of taskdependent complexity (Shallice and Burgess 1991 , Duncan et al 1997 , Beveridge et al 2008 , Buxhoeveden et al 2006 , Dobbs 2010 , Brennan and Arnsten 2008 , Wang et al 2011 . According to many theories of cognition, cortical executive decision mechanisms coordinate and control 'online' cognitive processes underlying behavioral selection, working memory, behavioral inhibition and multi-tasking (Posner and Snyder 1975 , Shallice and Burgess 1996 , Goldman-Rakic 1996 , Miyaki et al 2000 Baddeley 2002 , Miller and Cohen 2001 , Graybiel 2008 . Disruption of the normal functional status of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) which utilizes precise minicolumnar organization of neural firing to coordinate attention, decision making and movement selection can lead to failure in cognitive performance for several reasons since this proposed microcircuitry consists of neurons in the supra-granular layers (L2/3), that integrate sensory signals and communicate directly with cells in the infra-granular layers (L5) in prefrontal (area 46) and frontal cortical regions (areas 6 and 8) (Buxhoeveden et al 2006, Buxhoeveden and Casanova 2002) . However, since the microanatomic basis for information processing in this region is similar in terms of minicolumnar inter-laminar connectivity, restoration of the lost function could be achieved by the duplication of patterned layer 5 outputs based on previous inputs from layer 2/3 cells over the same minicolumnar structure (Kritzer and Goldman-Rakic 1995 , Hasselmo 2005 . In this paper, we provide evidence for the existence of such 'executive microcircuitry' within the PFC, featuring cortical minicolumns (Mountcastle 1997 , Weiler et al 2008 , Takeuchi et al 2011 that coordinate activity in nonhuman primates (NHPs) required to make behavioral decisions to evaluate and respond to an appropriate target.
In order to implement a previously successful multiinput-multi-output (MIMO) dynamic nonlinear neural prosthesis model for the recovery of function and cognitive capability (Berger et al 2012 , Hampson et al 2012a , Hampson et al 2012b , a selective pharmacologic disruption of PFC columnar processing was produced which resulted in decreased cognitive performance, mimicking cortical malfunction similar to that characterized in many human disease states (Casanova et al 2008 , van Veluw et al 2012 , Tomasi et al 2010 , Buxhoeveden et al 2006 . Application under these conditions provided the means to test the MIMO model utilizing the interposed delivery of device-extracted patterns of task-successful multicolumnar firing via electrical stimulation to the same areas. Such stimulation was employed on a trial-by-trial basis to reverse the pharmacologic state of depressed inter-laminar transmission during the decision and selection stages of the task. The results provide the first instance of the application of neuroprosthesis designed specifically for the recovery of cognitive processing in the primate brain by restoring columnar activation patterns, and as such indicate a potential efficacy for application to cortical dysfunction related to many types of human diseases (Casanova et al 2008 , van Veluw et al 2012 , Casanova et al 2010 , Kusunoki et al 2010 , Grabenhorst et al 2008 , Buxhoeveden et al 2006 .
Methods

Experimental subjects
All animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Wake Forest University, in accordance with US Department of Agriculture, International Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and National Institutes of Health guidelines. Five NHP subjects (rhesus, Macaca mulatta) were trained to perform a version of the delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task (Hampson et al 2004b) for juice rewards to a criterion performance level that was stable for at least one year.
Visual delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task
NHPs utilized (n = 5) were trained to perform the well-characterized, custom-designed visual DMS task , Porrino et al 2005 , Hampson et al 2004b shown in figure 1(A). During task performance, animals were seated in a primate chair with a shelf-counter in front of them facing a large display screen ( figure 1(A) ). Right arm position on the counter top was tracked via a UV-fluorescent reflector attached to the back of the wrist which was illuminated with a 15 W UV lamp and detected by a small LCD camera positioned 30 cm above the hand. Hand position and movement were digitized and displayed as a bright yellow cursor on the projection screen and horizontal positions of illuminated targets were computed from the video image using a Plexon Cineplex scanner connected to a behavioral control computer. Trials were initiated by the animal placing the cursor inside a yellow 3 diameter circle 'Start signal' displayed in the center of the screen. This was followed by a clip-art image displayed in the sample phase to be selected in the match phase among other images on that same trial. Following trial initiation, a single unique image was displayed randomly on the screen (sample image) and constituted the Sample phase of the task which required placement of the cursor into the image (sample response) to initiate the next phase, the delay interval in which the screen was blanked for 1-90 s on a trial-to-trial basis. Termination of the delay interval was signaled by the onset of the screen display in the match phase of the task in which 2-7 trial unique images, including the sample image, were presented at separate randomly selected spatial locations on the screen as shown in figure 1(A) . Placement of the cursor into the sample image constituted the correct 'match response' (MR) which blanked the screen and produced a drop of juice delivered via a sipper tube located near the animal's mouth. Placement of the cursor into one of the non-match (distracter) images constituted a non-match-error response and caused the screen to blank without reward delivery. Trials were separated by a minimum of 10 s in which the start signal (circle) was presented following the termination of the match phase of the prior trial. All images (samples and distracters) were unique for each trial over the entire session (100-150 trials) and were selected randomly from an image reservoir (n = 5000) updated every month (Hampson et al 2004b) . All subjects were trained to overall performance levels of 70-75% correct on the least difficult trials with graded declines in performance on trials with increased delays and number of images in the match phase of the task ( figure 1(A) ). (1) 'Focus ring' presentation and response to initiate the trialcommencing with (2) presentation of the 'sample target' image, followed by (3) 'sample response' by cursor movement into the image which initiates (4) variable 'delay' period of 1-90 s prior to (5) the presentation of the 'match' target (sample image) accompanied by 1-6 non-match (distracter) images on the same screen. Cursor movement into correct (match target) image for 0.5 s was rewarded by juice reward (0.5 ml) via a sipper tube next to the animal's mouth. Placement of the cursor into a non-match image for 0.5 s caused the screen to blank without reward delivery. Intertrial interval (ITI): 10.0 s. (B) Diagram of NHP brain showing PFC recording locations (accessing cortical areas 46, 8, 6 ). (C) Representative magnetic resonance image (MRI) of coronal section through DLPFC centered on the area in (B). PET-imaged localized cerebral metabolic rate (LCMRglu) activation (red blots) indicates metabolic activity of DLPFC during DMS task performance Porrino et al 2007) . (D) Illustrated histologic section of DLPFC brain showing relative location of supra-granular layer 2/3 (L2/3) and infra-granular layer 5 (L5) with tract (in red) used for placement of conformal MEA recording (W3) probes shown in (E). (E) Ceramic conformal recording array custom designed (W3) for inter-laminar and inter-columnar cortical recording (diagram in (F)) consisting of dual sets of four recording pads vertically aligned and separated by 1350 μm the anatomic distance between L2/3 and L5 in primate brain. (F) Dimensionally relevant illustration of the conformal MEA positioned for simultaneous recording from neurons in both layers in adjacent minicolumns (1 and 2), each minicolumn consisting of a 'pair' of L2/3 and L5 PFC cells.
Surgery
Animals were surgically prepared with cylinders for attachment of a microelectrode manipulator over the specified brain regions of interest. During surgery animals were anesthetized with ketamine (10 mg kg −1 ), and then intubated and maintained with isoflurane (1-2% in oxygen 6 l min −1 ). Recording cylinders (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) were placed over 20 mm diameter craniotomies for electrode access to stereotaxic coordinates of the frontal cortex (25 mm anterior relative to interaural line and 12 mm lateral to midline/vertex) in the caudal region of the principal sulcus, the dorsal limb of arcuate sulcus in area 8 and the dorsal part of the premotor area 6 (figures 1(C) and (D)), areas previously shown by PET imaging to become activated during task performance (figure 1(E)) (Porrino et al 2005) . Two titanium posts were secured to the skull for head restraint with titanium screws embedded in bone cement. Following surgery, animals were given 0.025 mg kg −1 buprenorphine for analgesia and penicillin to prevent infection. Recording cylinders were disinfected three times weekly with betadine during recovery and daily during recording. Vascular access ports (Norfolk Medical Products, Skokie, IL) for drug infusions were implanted subcutaneously in the mid-scapular region, the end of the catheter threaded subcutaneously to a femoral incision, inserted into the femoral vein, threaded for a distance calculated to terminate in the vena cava and flushed daily with 5 ml heparinized saline needed for IV drug administration.
Electrophysiological recording
Electrophysiological procedures and analysis utilized the 64-channel MAP Spike Sorter by Plexon, Inc. (Dallas, TX) . Recordings from the PFC were obtained with a customdesigned conformal ceramic multielectrode array (MEA) manufactured in collaboration with Dr Greg Gerhardt (Center for Microelectrode Technology-CenMet, Lexington, KY) /3 and L5 cell pairs were localized to (1) the same (minicolumn 1, green arrow) or (2) diagonally via different minicolumns (i.e. L2/3 minicolumn 1, L5 minicolumn 2 purple arrow) which was not significant (F (1,401) < 3.22, p > 0.10) show the specificity of MEA columnar orientation. Post-match CCHs for cell pairs from all types of diagonal comparisons on the same MEA across different minicolumns were previously reported at the University of Kentucky (Moxon et al 2004) . MEAs consisted of etched platinum pads (figure 1(E)) constructed for recording isolated single neuron extracellular action potentials on specifically aligned recording pads (figure 2) during events within DMS trials . The MEA probe (figure 1(E)) was specially designed to conform to the columnar anatomy of the PFC such that the top four recording pads (separated by 40 μm horizontally and 100 μm vertically) recorded activity from neurons in the supra-granular layer 2/3 (L2/3), while the lower set of four pads, separated vertically by 1300 μm in terms of probe orientation in the PFC, simultaneously recorded neurons in the infra-granular layer 5 (L5) as shown in figure 1(F). This pad configuration ensured that only cells in L2/3 and L5 were isolated, since the appearance of cells simultaneously on both vertically separated sets of pads required 0 • angular orientation relative to both cell layers (Takeuchi et al 2011) as shown in figure 1(D).
Data analysis
Task performance was determined for each animal (n = 5) as per cent correct trials within and across sessions and related to simultaneous recordings of multiple MEA conformal single neuron firings during match phase image selection on individual trials in the DMS task (figure 1(A), match phase). Cell types were identified as regular firing PFC cells in terms of the baseline (nonevent) firing rate (Opris et al 2009 ) and significant changes (z > 3.09, P < 0.001) in firing (see below) on single trials in perievent histograms (PEHs) derived for intervals of ± 2.0 s relative to the onset of the screen image display (0.0 s) in the match phase of the task (figure 2). Task-related neural activity was classified according to locations on the conformal MEA positioned in L2/3 and L5 (figure 1(F)) upon insertion in the PFC prior to the start of the DMS session. Standard scores, z = (peak -baseline firing rate)/SD baseline firing rate, were calculated for individual cell firing on each DMS task event (Hampson et al 2004b) . The firing rate for simultaneously recorded L2/3 and L5 neurons was analyzed in 100 ms bins over ± 2.0 s relative to the time of initiation (0.0 s) of the match phase (figure 2). Neurons were only included in the analysis if their firing rates were significantly elevated (Z-scores, ANOVA F test p < 0.01) relative to the same time interval prior to match screen presentation (−2.0-0.0 s).
Identification of cortical layers and minicolumns
The conformal MEA probe (figure 1(E)) was designed such that the two sets of vertical recording pads detected simultaneous activity from neurons separated by 1300 μm, which, given the perpendicular orientation of insertion to the cell layers in the PFC (dorsal premotor gyrus in area 6, stereotactic coordinates AP:25 and ML:12), consisted of cells in the supra-granular layer 2/3 (L2/3) and infra-granular layer 5 (L5) as shown in figure 1(F) (Hampson et al 2004a , Gold and Shadlen 2007 , Opris et al 2005a , 2005b , Casanova et al 2010 . The MEAs (Hampson et al 2010 , Moxon et al 2004 , therefore all the recording of PFC columnar activity from two different adjacent sets of pads which permitted assessment and validation via correlation between inter-laminar cell pairs recorded on the same probe in distinct minicolumns (Takeuchi et al 2011 , Hansen and Dragoi 2011 , Mo et al 2011 as shown in figure 2(C). Statistical analyses also determined whether there were inter-laminar differences in firing rates during activation in the match phase for cells in different layers (i.e. L2/3 versus L5). Differences in cross-correlation were assessed using normalized distributions of coefficients extracted from firing of inter-laminar cell pairs under different conditions related to the performance in the match phase of the task (figures 2, 3, 7). Normalized mean coefficients were used to construct cross-correlation histograms (CCHs) which satisfied 99% confidence limits requirement for the comparison of the same cell pairs under different experimental conditions . The correspondence of firing between cells in different layers was tested via CCHs employing L2/3 cell firing to test synchronous discharge with simultaneously recorded L5 cells in 1.0 ms intervals over ± 1.0-2.0 s time of occurrence of task-related events (figure 2(C)). CCHs for interlaminar cell pairs (L2/3 and L5) were generated using a shiftpredictor (http://www.neuroexplorer.com/), which computed cross-correlation levels due to random simultaneous spike occurrences and eliminated these from the true coefficients for CCHs to adjust for differences in cell firing rates and frequency of bursting , Takeuchi et al 2011 . Population CCHs were computed by averaging coefficients across multiple cell pairs and plotting the mean values ( ± SEM) in 1.0 ms bins (figures 3 and 7).
Application of the MIMO model to PFC columnar processing
In prior studies (Hampson et al 2012b , it has been shown that a MIMO nonlinear dynamic model applied to spatiotemporal patterns of multiple recordings from synaptically connected neurons is capable of extracting patterns of firing related to the successful task performance which can then be used to facilitate and recover the performance when administered to the same locations as patterns of electrical pulses (Hampson et al 2012a . This type of general Volterra kernel-based nonlinear model has been applied in other formats which have also been shown to be effective in rodents . The MIMO version of the model was applied here to the minicolumnar data recorded by the conformal MEA probes in the animals performing the DMS task described here (figures 1 and 2). The MIMO model was applied here as modeling strategy for the nonlinear dynamics underlying spike-train-to-spike-train transformations between L2/3 and L5 which was established to predict L5 output firing patterns from input patterns of L2/3 neural activity as a representation of multicolumnar firing patterns (Berger et al 2012 , Hampson et al 2012a , Song et al 2009 , Song et al 2007 , Berger et al 2005 . In this application, the identification of spatio-temporal pattern transformations from the PFC layer 2/3 to layer 5 in MEA identified columns was formulated as the estimation of a MIMO model, decomposed into a series of multi-input single-output (MISO) models with the physiologically identifiable structure expressed by the following equations:
The variable x represents input spike trains and y represents output spike trains. The hidden variable w represents the prethreshold membrane potential of the output neurons and is equal to the summation of three components, i.e. the postsynaptic potential u caused by the input spike trains, the output spike-triggered after-potential a and a Gaussian white noise ε with standard deviation σ . The noise term models both the intrinsic noise of the output neuron and the contribution of unobserved inputs. When w exceeds threshold, θ , an output spike is generated and a feedback after-potential (a) is triggered and then added to w. Feedforward kernels k describe the transformation from x to u. The feedback kernel, h, describes the transformation from y to a. u can be expressed as a Volterra functional series of x:
The zeroth-order kernel, k 0 , is the value of u when the input is absent. First-order kernels, k 1 (n) , describe the linear relation between the nth input x n and u. Second-and third-order selfkernels, k 2s (n) and k 3s (n)
, describe the second-and third-order nonlinear relation between the nth input x n and u, respectively. Second-order cross-kernels k 2x (n1,n2) reflect the second-order nonlinear interactions between each unique pair of inputs (x n1 and x n2 ) as they affect u. N is the number of inputs. M k denotes the memory length of the feedforward process. The feedback variable a can be expressed as
where h is the linear feedback kernel. M h is the memory length of the feedback process. In total, then, the model describes how temporal patterns of third order (i.e. the effects of triplets) for each input, and second order (i.e. the effects of pairs) for any of two interacting inputs, affect each output, taking into account differing noise levels and output spike-triggered feedback (the latter due to circuitry and/or membrane biophysics), and neuron-specific differences in thresholds.
Analyses included extraction of the first-, second-and third-order temporal firing within at least two defined minicolumns on MEAs inserted repetitively on multiple recording sessions in order to extract relevant patterns of minicolumnar activity related to successful image selection during the match phase of the task. The model defined inputs as intralaminar firing from neurons in L2/3 and outputs as intralaminar firing of L5 neurons, but the manner in which they were recorded determined the multicolumnar nature of the output patterns extracted by the MIMO model. In this manner, predictions of the L5 output related to the successful performance were monitored online during the task to define when successful trials were about to be completed by appropriate target selection as shown in figure 4. This online monitoring by the MIMO model provided the basis for interposing the correct L5 firing pattern as electrical pulses delivered to the same L5 recording pads of the MEAs in the same temporal interval of occurrence during match phase onset and completion of target selection (figures 2 and 4). Stimulation pulses consisted of biphasic constantcurrent square waves, 0.5 ms per phase, adjusted in intensity (10-50 μA) to produce local field potentials monitored on Figure 4 . Integration of the MIMO model for calculating MR codes from L2/3 recordings and delivering output pulses to L5 recording pads to mimic strong codes during the DMS task. The schematic shows prefrontal cortical (PFC L2/3) recording and the NHP MIMO model with feedback stimulation applied to PFC L5. Neural recordings from layer 2/3 are analyzed to predict layer 5 neural activity, which is in turn used to generate stimulation patterns applied to layer 5 recording sites. MIMO model coefficients applicable to PFC recordings distinguish different features of the DMS task. This has provided the means to test the specificity of the MIMO codes recorded in L2/3 that occur on different types of trials (with different cognitive load) when applied as stimulation patterns to L5. adjacent L5 recoding pads on the same and/or side-by-side implanted MEAs. Model-derived stimulation was applied on 30-50% of trials in each session to compare stimulated and non-stimulated trials in terms of correct performance. Effective stimulation patterns that were determined to facilitate performance under normal conditions were also applied at the same time during the trial, irrespective of prior L2/3 activity, when employed for the recovery of function during L2/3 to L5 activity (CCHs) was reduced pharmacologically as described below. In this manner, it was demonstrated that the MIMO model served as a prostheses for recovering decision making that required appropriate PFC columnar processing related to successful target selection in the DMS task.
Drug administration and dose
Animals were trained to perform the task with IV saline injections into the vascular access port or sapphenous vein of the left leg prior to and midway through DMS testing sessions. A drug that has been shown to disrupt cognitive processing by altering dopamine reuptake in the PFC (Beveridge et al 2008 , Tomasi et al 2010 , Volkow et al 2005 , cocaine (0.40 mg kg −1 ) was administered (without cue) via IV injection midway through the session, replacing saline injections via the same route . The dose of the drug was adjusted, so that the animals continued to perform the task the remainder of the session such that the effects of the drug could be assessed on the columnar recordings in the first half of the session. Control saline injections were also administered in the second half of the session.
Results
The NHPs (n = 5) were trained to perform the DMS (DMS; figure 1(A)) task (Hampson et al 2010 , 2011 , Porrino et al 2005 by making hand-tracking movements to different positions on the screen in front of them to obtain a juice reward for selection of the correct (sample) image, the location of which varied randomly in one of seven spatial positions on the screen on each trial. Key variables in the task were the number of images (2-7) presented in the match phase, the duration of the delay (1-90 s), as well as the random placement of the sample image in the match phase (after the delay interval) that differed from the position responded to in the sample phase. In addition to incorporating key cognitive features such as attention, short-term memory, cognitive workload and reward expectancy, subjects were also executing a 'decision process' in the match phase ( figure 1(A) ) which involved 'target selection', i.e. a process that was related directly to neuron firing in the PFC (Hampson et al 2011) .
Conformal assessment of PFC neural processing during match phase target selection
The relevance of PFC activity to decision making has been investigated under several conditions in the past (Rao et al 1999 , Goldman-Rakic 1996 (Weiler et al 2008 , Kritzer and Goldman-Rakic 1995 . In this study, interlaminar connectivity was sensed by conformally-configured MEAs (figures 1(B)-(E)) positioned to simultaneously record PFC L2/3 and L5 neurons in adjacent 'minicolumns' during the performance of the DMS task as shown in figure 1(F) . A demonstration of this type of columnar processing is shown in figures 2(A) and (B) for two PFC minicolumns recorded simultaneously with the MEA during the match phase of the task. This relationship was assessed for all recordings from MEAs in this study and the overall analysis was significant (F (14,958) = 2.73, p < 0.001). Raster/PEHs for the two simultaneously recorded cell pairs (L2/3 and L5) at the indicated locations on the conformal MEA array positioned strategically in PFC (illustration in middle) showed significant increases in overall mean firing rates at the onset of the match phase ('M' onset = 0.0 s; pre versus post F (1,958) = 12.91, p < 0.001) over the time (from 0.0 s to +2.0 s) in which arm movements involved in target selection were initiated , Porrino et al 2005 . In addition, the L2/3 neurons shown in figures 2(A) and (B) (upper raster/PEHs) exhibited significantly higher overall mean firing rates (F (1,958) = 11.17, p < 0.001) than the L5 neurons (lower raster/PEHs) recorded in minicolumns 1 and 2 on the MEA during the same phase of the task. However, to determine the fact that the firing of cell pairs in each vertical MEA recording array reflected columnar-based interlaminar communication, cross-correlations between vertically oriented cell pairs (minicolumns 1 and 2, figures 2(A) and (B)) were constructed to determine firing synchrony relative to the time of target presentation and selection in the match phase. The normalized CCHs in figure 2 depict differences in the correlation of L2/3 and L5 firing of the same cell pairs with respect to (1) the 'pre' match phase onset (M = 0.0) baseline (−2.0-0.0 s) versus 'post'-match phase onset (from 0.0 s to +2.0 s) after the presentation of images on the screen ( figure 1(A) ). The specificity of the cross-correlations between both L2/3 and L5 cell pairs (minicolumns 1 and 2) is shown in figures 2(A) and (B) by the overall significant increase in CCHs ( figure 2(A): F (1,401) = 12.24, p < 0.001; figure 2(B): F (1,401) = 15.14, p < 0.001) during the performance of the Match response (green, Post-Match) relative to when the animal was waiting for the Delay interval to time out prior to image presentation (black, Pre-Match). This was supported by the fact that CCHs that compared cell pairs within the same L2/3 layer (not shown) or L2/3 cells within the same on one side of the MEA with the L5 cells on the opposite, diagonalnoncolumnar, side (figure 2(C)) did not exhibit a significant correlation (F (1,401) < 3.22, p > 0.10).
Cognitive specificity of PFC columnar processing
The relationship of columnar processing to cognitive performance of the DMS task was assessed by determining correlated firing between PFC L2/3 and L5 cell pairs in the Match phase of the task on correct versus error trials as shown in figure 3 . Both the L2/3 and L5 cells showed increased firing during the Match phase on correct trials but reduced firing in that same task phase on trials in which the incorrect image was selected ( figure 3(A) , correct versus error trials). Figure 3( B) shows the mean ( ± SEM) firing rate change averaged over several PFC L2/3 and L5 cell pairs (n = 60) on correct versus error trials within the Match phase of trials in the same DMS sessions. Even though mean firing rates between 0.0 and +2.0 s were significantly higher for L2/3 than L5 cells (F (1,958) = 6.27, p < 0.01), rate increases for both L2/3 and L5 cells were significantly lower on error versus correct trials (layer 2/3: F (1,958) = 11.12, p < 0.001, layer 5: F (1,958) = 6.67, p < 0.01). The distribution of match response latencies for both types of trials, correct (blue) versus error (red) trials, are shown in the histograms in figure 3(B) with the respective mean PEHs, indicating a difference in speed of movement that could reflect an increase related to performance in trials with increases in a number images (indicated below in figures 5(D) and 7 (F)). The significance of columnar firing for correct trials is also indicated in figure 3(C) by the decrease in correlated firing shown in the CCHs in error (red) versus correct (blue) trials for the same cell pair and over the same trials shown in figure 3(A) . This same decrease in synchronous firing for mean normalized CCHs constructed for all the cell pairs (n = 60) in figure 3(B) on error trials, is shown in figure 3(D) which further validates the fact that firing between L2/3 and L5 cells was reduced in trials in which the wrong image was selected.
Application of the MIMO model facilitates columnar processing in PFC
Prior investigations applying MIMO model-derived stimulation patterns to hippocampus in the rodent provided the means to enhance performance and overcome deficits induced by pharmacological treatments . The same . MIMO stimulation applied to prefrontal cortex in five NHPs (indicated by number) performing the DMS task under normal conditions. The MIMO model was adapted to utilize L2/3 input to predict L5 output patterns delivered as electrical stimulation (figure 4) during target image selection in the match phase of the task ( figure 1(A) ). Each graph shows mean DMS performance ( ± SEM) as a function of trial complexity indicated by number of images (2-7) over 3-5 sessions comprised of 120 trials per session. Performance is shown for normal trials in which stimulation was not delivered (no stimulation, No Stim) and trials in the same session in which the MIMO model-derived stimulation was delivered to the PFC L5 (MIMO stimulation) recording sites on MEAs for 2.0 s corresponding to limb movements associated with the match response. Dashed line indicates performance that could be achieved by random 'chance' selection at each degree of match difficulty related to the number of images to select from. Inset: average performance summed across trials, animals and sessions for no stimulation versus stimulation trials. MIMO model was applied in this study to multicolumnar PFC L2/3 and L5 cell pairs recorded during the Match phase of the DMS task. Spatiotemporal patterns associated with trials of correct performance were constructed from multiple (n = 2-4) simultaneously recorded confirmed MEA cell pairs in all NHPs (n = 5) tested. Derived L5 output firing associated with L2/3 input firing to the MIMO model, as shown in was less impaired on stimulated versus nonstimulated trials (F (2,239) = 13.49, p < 0.001). Unlike the graded facilitation seen across trials as a function of the number of images ( figure 5(A) ), MIMO stimulation was equally effective (F (2,239) = 3.71, p > 0.05) irrespective of the duration of delay (30-60 s, 61-90 s) prior to the onset of the match phase in the task ( figure 5(B) ). Finally, the facilitatory effects of MIMO stimulation on target selection and execution were strongly supported by a significant decrease (F (4,401) = 9.14, p < 0.01) in the latency to make the match response ( figure 5(D) ) as a function of trial difficulty (number of images) on MIMO stimulation versus nonstimulation trials, which is consistent with figure 3(B) for differences in time of response execution on correct versus error trials.
Effects of control stimulation parameters show specificity of MIMO facilitation
Because the effects of MIMO stimulation were so effective in facilitating performance (figure 5) several control measures were implemented to eliminate the possibility that mere addition of electrical pulses may have been the major factor for improved performance. One of the most obvious controls for the specificity of MIMO stimulation was to inject the same spatiotemporal stimulation pattern at a different time during the task to make sure that the derived multicolumnar L5 stimulation pattern was specific to when the decision to make the match response occurred on the trial. When the same MIMO pattern of stimulation at the same intensity was delivered in the 1.0 s period prior to match phase onset, performance was actually significantly reduced (F (5,239) = 27.14, p < 0.001) relative to non-stimulation levels as shown in figures 6(A) and (B). Another closely related control stimulation procedure involved the delivery of stimulation pulses to L5 in the same temporal relation to the MR but in a pattern with randomly scrambled MIMO coefficients (figure 6(C)) derived from online L2/3 activity (input patternlayer 2, figure 4), which again, did not facilitate performance and actually decreased accuracy (F (5,239) = 13.95, p < 0.001) across all trials ( figure 6(A) scrambled) . Another test for the specificity of MIMO stimulation was implemented using stimulation parameters previously shown to be effective for evoking saccades and improved performance in other cognitive tasks in NHPs (Opris et al 2005a (Opris et al , 2005b . These saccadetype stimulation parameters ( figure 6(D) ) delivered at the same intensity and in the same temporal interval as MIMO stimulation during the trial, did not facilitate performance and produced slight decreases in accuracy (F (5,239) = 19.13, p < 0.001) similar to other control stimulation parameters shown in figure 6(A). As a final assessment of the relevance of stimulation intensity to these control stimulation patterns, pulses were reduced by 50% (<20 μA) and delivered in the same control stimulation patterns. Figure 6 (A) (subthreshold stimulation) shows that not only did reducing stimulation intensity (a) not produce the facilitation of performance but also (b) eliminated the reduction in performance produced at the higher simulation intensities (F (5,239) < 0.52, p > 0.10); which clearly indicates that the control stimulation parameters had an effect on neural tissue, but not the same facilitatory effect as columnar based, MIMO-derived stimulation.
Pharmacologic impairment of PFC columnar processing and DMS performance
Extensive prior investigation of features that affect cognitive processing in DMS tasks have shown that Match phase activation of PFC is altered by the modulation of dopamine influences on task-related PFC cell firing by cocaine and other agents that alter dopamine uptake , Porrino et al 2005 , Robbins and Arnsten 2009 ). To determine similar actions on PFC columnar activity in this task firing was assessed in the same minicolumns before and after the systemic injection of cocaine (0.40 mg kg −1 ) midway through the DMS session. Figure 7 (A) shows raster/PEHs for a PFC inter-laminar cell pair (L2/3 upper, L5 lower) recorded: (1) in the first 60 trials of a DMS session (Control) followed by, (2) the un-signaled administration (IV) of cocaine on trial 61 in the second half of the session for 60 more trials. It is clear that a significant reduction in match phase firing occurred in L2/3 (F (1,958) = 24.17, p < 0.001) and L5 (F (1,958) = 19.72, p < 0.001) in the cocaine versus control half of sessions ( figure 7(A) ), and that these changes in firing resembled closely the reductions shown for error trials in figures 3(A) and (B). The generality of this effect on match phase mean firing rate over a large population of cell pairs (n = 30) is shown in figure 7 (B) as a significant decrease in the L2/3 cell activity (F 1,958) = 13.43, p < 0.001) relative to the saline half of the session. The reduction in L5 average firing rates in the cocaine half of the session approached but did not reach significance (F (1,958) = 1.48, p > 0.10) which perhaps reflects decreased dopamine sensitive processes (Gulledge and Jaffe 1998) relative to L2/3 cells as has been indicated in prior studies of dopamine receptor actions in these PFC layers in NHPs (Bordelon-Glausier et al 2008, Robbins and Arnsten 2009 ). However, the more specific columnar firing indicator, CCHs for the single cell pair in figure 7(A) and for all cell pairs in figure 7(B) (n = 30) shown respectively in figures 7(C) and (D), indicate a clear decrease in correlated firing (F (1,401) > 11.22, p < 0.001) after cocaine administration. The significance of this change with respect to cocaine's effect on columnar processing is shown in figure 7 (E) as a scatter plot of correlation coefficients for the initial (control) and second (cocaine) half of cocaine administered sessions. Clearly, the lack of points on the diagonal line in the scatter plot indicates an alteration in synchronized firing in cell pairs that showed high correlation in firing during the first half of the session which was reduced to low levels after cocaine administration in the second half of the session (figure 7(E)). Finally, it is an important coincidence that the alterations in columnar processing produced by cocaine also influenced DMS performance in a manner consistent with the cognitive demand of the task. 
MIMO stimulation-induced recovery of impaired DMS task performance
Figures 5 and 6 show that MIMO L5 stimulation was exceedingly effective in facilitating DMS-task performance under normal conditions. This provided the basis for testing the effects of the MIMO model as a neuroprosthesis by interpolating stimulation of L5 on trials disrupted by cocaine injections during the session. It is clear from figure 7(E) that cocaine's overall effect was to alter PFC columnar firing in the same minicolumns that processed information effectively in the first half of the same session (F (23,198) = 18.65, p < 0.001). Application of the MIMO model under these conditions ( figure 8(A) ) provided the means to detect noneffective trial specific firing in L2/3 cells which signaled the basis for concomitant delivery of L5 stimulation patterns associated with columnar firing patterns on successful trials shown to be facilitatory under normal conditions (figure 5). This online application, in which MIMO model controlled stimulation was delivered on trials during cocaine disrupted performance in the second half of the same session, was effective in reversing the detrimental effects of the drug (cocaine versus cocaine+MIMO Stim; F (5, 198) = 15.05, p < 0.001) across trials with 3-7 images ( figure 8(B) ). MIMO stimulation not only re-established control responding but also increased performance to the level achieved on stimulated trials (control versus drug+MIMO Stim, F (5, 198) = 8.18, p < 0.001) under saline-control conditions ( figure 8(B) ). Thus MIMO stimulation was more potent under conditions of cocaine-reduced columnar processing since it elevated mean performance from a markedly reduced level (relative to control performance) to a higher status that was slightly above control conditions (F (5,198) = 1.86, p > 0.10, figure 8(B) ); similar to the higher level achieved when the same stimulation was administered during baseline performance (figure 5). These results provide the first evidence that a neural prostheses in the MIMO model format can effectively reverse externally induced impairments in cortical function that directly influence cognitive processing in primate brain. The findings clearly demonstrate that the application of the MIMO model reversed the disruptive effects of cocaine on DMS performance (F (5,198) = 15.05, p < 0.001) as shown in figure 8(C). This performance change after cocaine administration was shown to result directly from the reversal of reduced PFC inter-laminar processing in the same minicolumns to which successful MIMO L5 stimulation patterns were applied in the same session ( figure 8(A) ). Such 
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Cognitive dependence on columnar processing in prefrontal cortex
The findings in this study (figures 2, 3 and 5) are consistent with prior studies showing that neurons in the supra-and infra-granular layers of the PFC form efficient minicolumnar circuits during the selection/decision process in different experimental contexts (Weiler et al 2008 , Takeuchi et al 2011 . This decision-based columnar firing was demonstrated here during the match phase as required for the effective performance of this DMS task. The novel conformal ceramic recording probe (figures 1(E) and (F)) employed in this study allowed the assessment of inter-laminar correlated firing that was validated across sessions and animals in which multiple recordings of L2/3 and L5 cell pairs showed similar relations with respect to task-related as well as correlated firing in the match phase (figures 2, 3 and 7). A key variable in the DMS decision/selection process was the activation of multiple L5 neurons via the minicolumnar-related synchronous input from MEA-associated L2/3 neurons (represented as increased correlation in CCHs in figures 2, 3, 7), the latter of which have been shown to participate in the integration of sensory information via 'long-range' inputs from the dorsal visual stream in parietal/visual cortex (Resulaj et al 2009 , Pesaran et al 2008 , Opris and Bruce 2005 . The functional significance of this measure of processing reflected by increased L2/3-to-L5 cross-correlation was validated directly via application of the nonlinear MIMO model to derive multicolumnar firing to define specific discharge patterns in L2/3 related to L5 firing under conditions of successful performance. Since this relationship was a direct spatiotemporal reflection of the increased inter-laminar firing shown by the same identified cell pairs, it provides independent validation that the extracted activity associated with correct decision making and target selection characterized by the MIMO model was in fact columnar specific. Further demonstration of the accuracy of this characterization of firing by the MIMO model was empirically demonstrated by the interposed stimulation of L5 recording areas with streams of pulses that mimicked the MIMO extracted L5 spatiotemporal firing patterns that (1) facilitated performance under normal testing conditions on stimulated versus nonstimulated trials (figures 4 and 5) and (2) also recovered performance decreased by drug-reduced columnar firing following cocaine administration in the same session (figures 7 and 8).
Successful performance related to PFC columnar processing Figure 3 shows that on correct versus error trials, processing of columnar information was related to significant increases in the cross-correlation of firing between L2/3 and L5 PFC cell pairs during image presentation on the screen in the match phase of the DMS task. This close correspondence between columnar firing and cognitive processing was confirmed by administering cocaine midway through the test session which simultaneously decreased correlated inter-laminar firing in identified cell pairs (figures 7(A)-(F) as well as reduced task performance (figure 7(G)) over the same time frame of the session. The scatter plot in figure 7(E) shows that the reduced inter-laminar firing produced by cocaine was most extreme for cell pairs that exhibited a high degree of correlation in the normal (saline control) half of the session, while cell pairs with low initial normalized correlation coefficients (<0.04), were relatively unaffected by cocaine administration. This supports the view that graded levels of cognitive output may be related to the degree or intensity of columnar activity on a given trial (van Veluw et al 2012, Buxhoeveden et al 2006) . These findings are in complete agreement with prior studies showing marked influences of acute administered cocaine in altering task-related neural firing , Opris et al 2009 , Stuber et al 2005 and support the possibility that cocaine-influenced dopaminergic modulation of PFC neurons was responsible for regulating columnar activity in a manner that varies with decision making in humans exposed to the same drug (Tomasi et al 2010 , Volkow et al 2005 .
Facilitation of cognitive performance via MIMO model columnar stimulation
The effectiveness of the MIMO-derived multicolumnar stimulation of L5 neurons in this task provides an important insight into the microcircuit nature of PFC activity related to decision making and target selection during the DMS task (figures 1(A) and 2). The MIMO model derived columnar stimulation pattern (figure 4) was shown to be critical for facilitation of task performance (figures 5 and 8) because of the ineffectiveness of other forms of stimulation delivered to the same loci at the same or reduced intensities but in different patterns and frequencies during the execution of the match response (figure 6). Even more specificity was provided by showing that the same effective MIMO-derived stimulation patterns, but delivered prior to the time at which movement initiation and target selection occurred within the match phase of the task ( figure 6(B) , 'prior stimulation'). The specific nature of MIMO facilitation was also exhibited by the reduced latency to select the correct image, but only on the more difficult trials in which latencies were increased more under nonstimulation conditions (figure 5). The neural prosthesis presented here differs from prior studies to develop prostheses and brain-machine interfaces in humans, since neural interfaces have typically consisted of sensory input and/or motor output systems (Jackson and Fetz 2011 , Laczko 2011 , Lebedev and Nicolelis 2011 , each of which is 'anchored' to a physical event of some type (i.e. receptor activation or limb movement). Basic sensory inputs, such as cochlear (Shannon 2012) or retinal implants (Weiland et al 2011) have employed neural stimulation as utilized here, but only as a replacement of sensory inputs, not for cognitive processing of that input. On the other hand, motor cortical prosthetics are primarily output devices which typically utilize neural signals in motor and premotor areas for the control of movement of a robotic limb (Judy 2012 , van Hemmen and Schwartz 2008 , Hochberg et al 2012 . More recently, attempts to integrate 'haptic' feedback into limb prosthetics has resulted in devices which stimulate somatosensory and thalamic neurons to provide tactile and proprioceptive feedback information to the brain to 'close the loop' on motor processing (Weber et al 2011 , Hatsopoulos and Suminski 2011 , O'Doherty et al 2012 . In contrast to these above approaches, the nonlinear MIMO neuroprosthesis described here bypasses the cortico-spinal and thalamocortical systems for limb control by directly influencing motor control decisions via columnar stimulation in PFC (Miller and Cohen 2001 , Graybiel 2008 , Laczko 2011 . In addition, the sensory information processed is neither primary nor proprioceptive since the input assessed by the MIMO model was from the inter-laminar layer 2 which receives pre-processed information from other brain regions (Weiler et al 2008 , Mountcastle 1997 . The results therefore demonstrate that prefrontal minicolumns represent and control specific cognitive decisions within the DMS task, and that MIMO-derived stimulation, delivered during the match phase, selectively enhanced correct decisions at a higher cognitive level than strict motor control.
MIMO model induced recovery from cocaine altered cognitive processing
Prior applications of MIMO models to disrupted neural processing in rodent hippocampus established the functional basis for employing this approach in the design and implementation of the cortical neuroprostheses demonstrated here (Berger et al 2012 , Hampson et al 2012a , Hampson et al 2012b . What is presented here is the first application of the MIMO model to primate brain via a conformal electrode MEA capable of extracting spatiotemporal neural firing patterns related to known underlying columnar microcircuitry in PFC, which not only extends application of the MIMO model to other brain areas but also to the performance of human-like cognitive tasks. The recovery from cocaine-induced disruption shown in figure 8 utilized the MIMO model to (1) extract, characterize and predict spatiotemporal patterns critical for effective performance and (2) interpose those same patterns into layer 5 using multichannel electrical stimulation. This constitutes the direct application of a device that mimics local circuit (multicolumnar activation) operation to restore cognitive processing shown to depend on the same columnarbased firing under normal conditions (figure 3). Also, in contrast to prior successful applications of MIMO model stimulation (Hampson et al 2012a , the extent and range of effectiveness in improving and recovering performance (figures 5 and 7) was much greater in this task. However, what is of major importance in regard to this neuroprosthetics demonstration is the fact that effective L5 stimulation parameters had to mimic those derived by the MIMO model reflecting L2/3-L5 multicolumnar spatiotemporal firing sampled on the MEAs under normal circumstances. This was confirmed by stimulating the same MEA sites with different patterns or frequencies of pulses at the same intensities (figure 6), which were not only ineffective, but in most cases disrupted normal task performance. Therefore the stimulation patterns extracted by the MIMO model were not only specific, because they reflected firing on successful trials, they also increased performance above control levels, because the latter included more trials on which ineffective processing, (i.e. errors) occurred during the session (figures 3, 6 and 8).
Conclusions
These unique results show that columnar interactions between prefrontal neurons that encode and process information relevant to executive function and decision making (GoldmanRakic 1996 , Opris and Bruce 2005 , Heekeren et al 2008 , Opris et al 2005b are necessary for the successful performance of this DMS task (figures 2 and 3), and are capable of being simulated and interposed to facilitate and recover performance via application of a MIMO model-based neuroprosthesis, as demonstrated here. Since the possible neural basis for effective performance in this task relates to significant increased transmission within PFC minicolumns to select relevant cues during target presentation (figure 3), interposing a MIMO model to control this type of processing provides a means of reducing random fluctuations in performance under normal conditions. It was also possible to re-establish appropriate task-dependent processing under circumstances in which performance was impaired by factors that modulate the degree of columnar firing such as cocaine administration (figures 7 and 8). In addition to provide a potential insight into other types of cognitive impairments involving decision making and executive function in the human brain as a result of disease or injuries (Brennan and Arnsten 2008 , Dobbs 2010 , Duncan et al 1997 , Shallice and Burgess 1991 , Wang et al 2011 , Casanova et al 2010 , these results provide confirmation that a MIMObased functional device, if properly integrated with normal brain operation, as provided by the conformal MEAs used here, can recover and even improve performance in complex tasks via simulation of columnar processing as a means of overcoming impaired cognitive function in the primate brain.
